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We report a nonvolatile hybrid multiferroic memory cell with electrostatic control of magnetization
based on strain-coupled GaMnAs ferromagnetic semiconductor and a piezoelectric material. We use
the crystalline anisotropy of GaMnAs to store information in the orientation of the magnetization
along one of the two easy axes, which is monitored via transverse anisotropic magnetoresistance.
The magnetization orientation is switched by applying voltage to the piezoelectric material and
tuning magnetic anisotropy of GaMnAs via the resulting stress field. © 2008 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2917481�

A rapidly developing field of spintronics is based on the
premise that substituting charge with spin as a carrier of
information can lead to devices with lower power consump-
tion, nonvolatility, and high operational speed.1–3 Despite
efficient magnetization detection,4–6 magnetization manipu-
lation is primarily performed by current-generated local
magnetic fields and is very inefficient. The major weakness
of current magnetoresistive random access memory imple-
mentations lies in the inherently nonlocal character of mag-
netic fields used to flip ferromagnetic domains during the
write operation. Neither thermal7 nor current induced
switching8 can completely solve the problem.

An attractive alternative to conventional ferromagnets is
multiferroic materials,9 where ferromagnetic and ferroelec-
tric properties coexist and magnetization can be electrostati-
cally controlled via magnetoelectric coupling. In single-
phase and mixed-phase multiferroics, ferromagnetic material
must be insulating in order to avoid short circuits. Alterna-
tively, magnetoelectric coupling can be indirectly introduced
between ferromagnetic and ferroelectric materials via strain,
and in this case, the ferromagnetic material can be conduct-
ing. A conceptual memory device made of ferromagnetic and
piezoelectric materials has been proposed,10 and permeabil-
ity changes in magnetostrictive films,11 changes in coercive
field,12 and reorientation of the easy axis from in plane to
out of plane in Pd /CoPd /Pd trilayers13 have recently been
demonstrated.

Some ferromagnetic materials have a complex aniso-
tropic magnetocrystalline energy surface and several easy
axes of magnetization. If the energy barrier between adjacent
easy-axis states can be controlled by strain, then a multifer-
roic nonvolatile multistate memory device can be realized.
Magnetic anisotropy of dilute magnetic semiconductor
GaMnAs films is largely controlled by epitaxial strain,14,15

with compressive �tensile� strain inducing in-plane �out-of-
plane� orientation of magnetization. In GaMnAs compres-
sively strained to �001� GaAs, there are two equivalent easy
axes of in-plane magnetization: along the �100� and along the
�010� crystallographic directions. Lithographically induced
unidirectional lateral relaxation can be used to select the easy
axis.16,17 In addition to the large in-plane crystalline aniso-
tropy, there is a uniaxial anisotropy between the �110� and

the �11̄0� directions which is probably due to the underlying
anisotropy of the reconstructed GaAs surface.18 We use this
magnetocrystalline anisotropy in combination to the magne-
tostrictive effect to demonstrate a bistable memory device.

Molecular beam epitaxy at 265 °C was employed to
grow 15 nm thick epilayers of Ga0.92Mn0.08As on semi-
insulating �001� GaAs substrates. The wafers were subse-
quently annealed for 1 h at 280 °C in a nitrogen atmosphere,
increasing the Curie temperature to TC�80 K and reducing
the cubic anisotropy. The GaMnAs layer was patterned into
2 �m wide Hall bars oriented along the �110� axis by com-
bination of e-beam lithography and wet etching, see Fig. 1.
After lithography, 3�3 mm2 samples were mechanically
thinned to �100 �m and attached to a multilayer piezoelec-
tric lead zirconium titanate �PZT� ceramic with epoxy, align-
ing the �010� axis with the axis of polarization of the PZT.
Application of positive �negative� voltage VPZT across the
piezoelectric introduces tensile �compressive� strain in the
sample along the �010� direction, and strain with the opposite
sign along the �100� direction proportional to the piezoelec-
tric strain coefficients d33�−2d31. Both coefficients decrease
by a factor of 15 between room temperature and 4.2 K.
The induced strain �=�L /L for both the �010� and the
�100� directions was monitored with a biaxial strain
gauge glued to the bottom of the piezoelectric measured in
the Wheatstone bridge configuration: ��=��010�−��100�
= ��L /L��010�− ��L /L��100�=��R�010�−R�100�� /R, where � is
the gauge sensitivity coefficient and R is the resistance of the
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Atomic force microscope image of a 2 �m wide
Hall bar attached to a piezoelectric. Strain is applied along the �100� and the
�010� directions, red dashed lines on the sketch. �b� Hall bar with relative

orientation of electrical current I�, magnetic field H� , and magnetization M� .
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unstrained gauge. It has been shown before19 that the strain
gradient across the piezoelectric and the sample is negligible:
i.e., gauges glued on top of the sample and on the opposite
side of the piezoelectric measure similar strain.

Direction of the in-plane magnetization M� is measured
via transverse anisotropic magnetoresistance �TrAMR�, also
known as giant planar Hall effect,20

TrAMR = ��� − ���sin �m cos �m, �1�

where �� and �� are the resistivities for magnetization ori-
ented parallel and perpendicular to the current. The sign and
magnitude of TrAMR depend on the angle �m between mag-

netization M� and current I�� �110�, see schematic in Fig. 1.

TrAMR reaches minimum �maximum� when M� � �010�
�M� � �1̄00��. Longitudinal AMR is �cos2 �m and is not sensi-
tive to the magnetization switching between 45° and 135°.

In Fig. 2, TrAMR is plotted for the strained and un-
strained Hall bars as magnetic field of constant magnitude
H=50 mT is rotated in the plane of the sample. For the un-
strained sample �not attached to the piezoelectric�, there are
four extrema for the field angle �H around 45°, 135°, 225°,
and 315° with four switchings of magnetization by 90° near

the �110� and the �1̄00� directions. For the strained sample
there is a gradual change in the angle of magnetization with
only two abrupt 90° switchings per field rotation, which in-
dicates strong uniaxial anisotropy due to a highly anisotropic
thermal expansion coefficient of the PZT stack �+1 ppm /K
along and −3 ppm /K perpendicular to the piezoelectric
stack�.

Application of H=50 mT oriented at �H=62° compen-
sates the thermally induced uniaxial strain and restores the

original degeneracy between the �010� and the �1̄00� magne-
tization directions of the unstrained GaMnAs for VPZT�0.
An additional strain is then applied by varying voltage on the
piezoelectric. In Fig. 3, TrAMR is plotted as a function of
measured strain ��, the corresponding VPZT are approxi-
mately marked on the top axis �there is a small hysteresis in
�� versus VPZT�. As additional compressive strain is applied

along �010�, this direction becomes the easy axis of magne-
tization and magnetization aligns itself with �010�. As addi-
tional tensile strain is applied along the �010� direction, the

�1̄00� direction becomes the easy axis and polarization
switches by 90°. The switching occurs in a few steps, indi-
cating a few-domain composition of our device. At VPZT=0,

the magnetization has two stable orientations, M� � �1̄00� and

M� � �010�, and the orientation can be switched by applying a
negative or a positive voltage on the piezoelectric. Thus, the
device performs as a bistable nonvolatile magnetic memory
cell with electrostatic control of the state.

The center of the loop can be shifted by adjusting �H:
e.g., a 1° change shifts the center of the loop by
���3.5�10−5. As H increases, the size of the hysteresis
loop decreases, and the hysteresis vanishes for H	100 mT;
see inset in Fig. 3. At H
40 mT, the loop increases beyond
the �200 V.

We model the strain along the �100� and the �010�
directions as an extra magnetostatic energy density
term 2��100�K� sin2��m+45° �+2��010�K� sin2��m−45° �
=��K� sin�2�m�+const. Then, for a single domain magnet,
the free energy density can be written as

E = Ku sin2��m� + K1/4 cos2�2�m� + HM cos��m − �H�

+ ��K� sin�2�m� , �2�

omitting constant offset, where K1, Ku and K�, are cubic,
uniaxial, and strain anisotropy constants; H is the applied
in-plane magnetic field; and �m and �H are the angles be-
tween the �110� direction and magnetization and magnetic
field respectively; see schematic in Fig. 1. We assume that K�

is the same for the �100� and the �010� directions.
In equilibrium, the magnetization orientation �m mini-

mizes the free energy, dE /d�m=0 and d2E /d�m
2 	0. The

TrAMR can be calculated from Eq. �1� for a given angle �H
of the external field H. From the fits to the experimental
TrAMR data, we can extract the anisotropy constants K1, Ku,
and K�. The model captures all the essential features of the

FIG. 2. �Color online� Experimentally measured �a� and modeled �b� trans-
verse AMRs for the strained sample at different voltages on the piezoelectric
�data for an unstrained sample are shown in �c��. All data taken at
T=35 K and H=50 mT. The model uses measured strain ��.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Transverse AMR �TrAMR� for the strained Hall
bar as a function of uniaxial strain measured by a strain gauge. Static mag-
netic field H=50 mT is applied at �H=62°, the data are taken at T=35 K.
On the top axis approximate voltage on the piezoelectric is indicated. Ori-
entation of magnetization relative to the current flow is shown schematically
for the TrAMR	0 and TrAMR
0 states. �b� TrAMR is plotted for
H=50 mT �red�, 70 mT �green� and 100 mT �blue� measured at T=25 K.
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data, and corresponding fits are shown in Fig. 2 for the
strained and unstrained devices. For the unstrained device
anisotropy fields 2K1 /M =40 mT and 2 Ku /M =6 mT. These
values are significantly smaller than the previously reported
values for as-grown �not annealed� wafers.20,21 For the
sample attached to the piezoelectric the crystalline aniso-
tropy field remains the same, but the uniaxial anisotropy in-
creases to 2 Ku /M =50 mT. The strain-induced anisotropy
field ��K� /M varies between 13 and 19 mT for different
VPZT between −200 and 200 V, the coefficient K� /M =17 T.

To illustrate the mechanism of magnetization switching,
we plot magnetic energy density normalized by magnetiza-
tion E /M �Eq. �2�� as a function of �m in Fig. 4. At H=0,
there are only two minima along the �100� axis due to the
large uniaxial strain �see Figs. 4�a� and 4�e��, caused by an-
isotropic thermal expansion coefficient of the piezoelectric.
With H=50 mT applied at �H=62°E /M has two minima: at

�m=32° and at 123°, i.e., close to the �010� and to the �1̄00�
crystallographic directions. For the strain field
��K� /M =13 mT the global minimum is at �m=32°, and in
equilibrium the magnetization is oriented along the �010�
direction. As the strain field increases to 19 mT, the two
minima switch, and �m=123° becomes the global minimum.
It is interesting to note that there is always a small barrier
between the two minima. Unless the barrier is an artifact of
our model, the switching of magnetization should be either

temperature activated or should occur via macroscopic quan-
tum tunneling.

In our experiments, the magnetic field balances the re-
sidual strain due to anisotropic thermal expansion of the
PZT. Alternatively, intrinsic piezoelectric properties of GaAs
can be utilized. In this case, there will be no thermally in-
duced strain and electrostatic switching of the magnetization
direction can be realized without applying an external com-
pensating magnetic field. Scaling of the piezoelectric ele-
ment from 0.5 mm down to �1 �m will compensate for a
small strain coefficient in GaAs �d33

PZT�10d14
GaAs at 30 K�,

reduce operating voltage to a few volts, and allow electro-
static control of individual memory cells.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Polar plot of magnetostatic energy E /M as a
function of magnetization angle �m for H=0 �black�, 50 mT �blue� and
100 mT �red� for �H=62° and VPZT=0 ���K�=16 mT�. ��b�–�d�� Angular
dependence of E /M for ��K�=13–19 mT �black to magenta� for H=0 �e�,
H=50 mT ��b� and �d��, and H=100 mT �c�. Blue line and arrow mark
�H=62°; dashed red lines indicate two stable orientations of magnetization.
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